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Appendix J
Specific Actions to Improve Satisfaction with
Environmental Protection
33. Could you please tell us specific actions the Town could take to make you more
satisfied with environmental protection?
Recycling cardboard would be great
Collect more at the curb like cereal boxes, phone books and paper; water
conservation tiers aggressive towards law breakers and overusers
More recycling facilities and curb pickup
More recycling and collections and greenspace; more drop-off facilities
Need to do more environmental-friendly building; be more cautious with trees
and water
Cutting down all the trees for new homes; reduces water, oxygen and normalcy
of a town
Need to take more items for recycling
They take what they know they can recycle and throw the rest down; we need a
list of what can be recycled
Clearing too much of the trees
Recycle more
Do not have recycling; should have it in my area
They can do better; the overdevelopment is causing most of the water issues
They cut down trees then have erosion then plant more trees
Need to get water from other places besides Jordan
Very poor in the way of recycling and trash all around the roads; people should
be rewarded for recycling more – not charged more; if people were rewarded
and not charged, more people would recycle; need to clean up area trash
Concerned about people still watering lawns during water shortage;
homeowner’s association should not penalize people who don’t water their
yards; water is more important than green grass
Erosion control is the only worry at this time; once growth is under control, this
should not be an issue
Should have moved to water restrictions sooner
Inform people about water more; manage water better now, not later; offer rain
barrels; developers need to put water-friendly appliances in homes and
businesses
Overdevelopment; too many buildings such as multiple drug stores; only need
one maybe two of each type of business
Stop cutting down trees
Nature’s areas are too few
Trees are removed for new businesses that are already in the area
Should ban outside watering
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